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Chapter 5 Assignment 


 


The purpose of this assignment is to give you a better understanding of consumer and producer 


surplus.  To keep it simple, keep in mind the formula for finding the area of a triangle which is: 


Area equals one-half of the height of the triangle multiplied by the base of the triangle, or  


A=.5(h x b) 


 


A local restaurant sells the best hotwings in town. A single consumer’s demand for the hotwings 


is shown in the table and graph below 
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a) If the equilibrium price of a serving of hotwings is $6.00, how much consumer surplus does 


the consumer receive? (figure out the area of triangle A) 


b) Explain how you calculated it. 


c) What is the producer surplus? (figure out the area of triangle B) 
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d) Now, let the price of a serving of hotwings increase to $8.00.  By how much does your 


consumer surplus decrease? (Your new consumer surplus is area A above.  Compare that to 


your answer to question “a” above.  The difference is your reduction in consumer surplus.) 


e) What is the producer surplus with the $8.00 price? (Remember, producer surplus is the area 


above the supply curve and below the price.  So it will be the sum of areas B and C (area of 


C is 7.5).) 


f) By how much did the producer surplus increase? (You need to compare your answer to “e” 


with your answer to “c”.) 


g) With the price being $8.00, what is the deadweight loss? (You can figure that out by 


calculating the areas of the two small triangles I labeled as D, or you can subtract the sum of 


the consumer and producer surplus when the price is $8.00 from the sum of the consumer 


and producer surplus when the price is $6.00) 


 


The next week, the restaurant owner decides to offer an “all you can eat” special for $20.  This 


means that you pay $20 at the door. And once you enter, you can eat all the wings you want for 


no additional charge. 


 


h) Assuming your demand curve for servings of hotwings is still represented by the demand 


curve in the graphs above, how many servings of hotwings will you eat now, and how much 


consumer surplus do you receive now? (Once you pay the $20, your marginal cost for each 


serving of hotwings that you eat is zero.  So, figure out your consumer surplus with a zero 


price (the entire triangle), then subtract the $20 you had to pay to get in.) 


i) If you want to press your luck, answer this one.  If your demand curve represents the demand 


of the “typical customer” of this restaurant, what is the highest price the restaurant could 


charge for the “all you can eat” special and still attract customers? 


(At this point, price is 5, and 


the quantity supplied is 3) 
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